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Introduction 
I would like to thank the Australian Electoral Commission (“AEC”) for the invitation to submit a written 
suggestion on the redistribution of Commonwealth electoral divisions in Victoria.  

I have approached this process as a political independent with academic experience in political geography 
and cartography. I am also a resident of Victoria. The underlying methodology of this submission is an 
impartial and objective analysis of Victoria’s political geography through the prism of the Commonwealth 
Electoral Act (“the Act”).  

In drafting this submission, I have undertaken to rigorously comply with s 66 of the Act. In assembling the 38 
electoral divisions the submission aims to provide an objective geographical analysis of the State of Victoria 
based on the requirements of s 66(3)(b) of the Act, taking into account:  

(i) community of interests, including economic, social and regional interests;  

(ii) means of communication and travel;  

(iii) the physical features and area; and 

(iv) the boundaries of existing divisions within the State.  

Strong population growth has resulted in Victorian gaining a division in the federal House of Representatives. 
This growth, however, has been uneven across Victoria and substantial amendments are required to ensure 
Victoria’s electoral divisions are within quota and comply with s 66 of the Act.  

All amendments to Victoria’s electoral divisions are detailed in Annexure A.  

Approach  

Population quota 
All 38 proposed divisions are within the required current and projected population quotas. The electoral 
populations detailed in Annexure A have been derived from the Australian Bureau of Statistic (“ABS”) data 
provided in accordance with this redistribution. Annexure A refers only to the projected quota (rather than 
current enrolment) for ease of reference. These divisions also fall within the current population quota range of 
+/- 10% from Victoria’s current enrolment average.  

Where possible, divisions that will likely continue to grow at a considerable rate prior to the next redistribution 
have been adjusted to fall at the lower end of the quota range while slow-growth divisions have been designed 
to fall at the higher end. This is to ensure that the one-person, one-vote principal remains in effect for a period 
up to 7 years.    
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Communities of interest 
Where possible, all Statistical Areas 2 (“SA2s”), the second smallest geographic unit used by the ABS, have 
been kept whole. There is a strong correlation between SA2s and communities of interest with SA2s taking 
into account local council boundaries, distinctions between towns and regions areas, and easily identifiable 
physical boundaries (eg. prominent roads/waterways). As such, unifying SA2s (previously split between 
division) and moving entire SA2s between divisions helps strengthens communities of interests within 
divisions.  

In some instances SA2s have been split with Statistical Areas 1 (“SA1s”) being allocated between divisions. 
While this has generally been avoided there are some circumstances, such as heavily populated SA2s (eg. 
Balwyn North, Glenroy-Hadfield and Caroline Springs) or SA2s that cover a large geographic area (eg. 
Bacchus Marsh Region or Mansfield), where such partition was necessary to comply with the population 
quotas of the relevant division. In these circumstances care has been taken to ensure that such SA1s remain 
compact and contiguous.   

In addition to keeping these communities together attention has also been paid to the demographic profile of 
the divisions as a whole. Communities that share social and demographic qualities (ie. inner-city, middle-ring 
suburbs, outer suburbs or regional areas) have been grouped in order to keep electors that share similar 
demographic qualities in these regions together. For example, outer-suburban and peri-urban communities on 
Melbourne’s fringe have significantly higher portions of young families, recent migrants to Australia and those 
that commutate for work. As such, the new boundaries of the divisions of Lalor, Gorton, McEwen and La 
Trobe are concentrated on these regions and do not overtly extend into established urban or outer regional 
areas.  

Physical Features and Travel/Communications  
Natural geographic boundaries have been respected throughout the redistribution process. In particular, the 
Yarra River continues to form a recognisable boundary for Melbourne-based divisions of Melbourne Ports, 
Melbourne, Higgins, Kooyong, Jagajaga and Menzies.  

Regions that share significant transport infrastructure have also been respected. For example, the suburban 
train lines of Melbourne, major road arterials and region highways all link communities together and held 
solidify regional identifies.  

Contact 
If you wish to make further enquiries regarding my submission please contact me at 
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